Sample Photo Cards Inside

Help students build strong vocabulary skills with SRA Photo Library
N

N

Build students’ background knowledge in
language comprehension and recognition
Help students visualize English vocabulary

N

Develop students’ oral language skills

N

Use Photo Cards with 10 key languages
in addition to English

Set the scene for vocabulary success
with SRA Photo Library

S

RA Photo Library builds background knowledge
in language comprehension and recognition for
Pre-K–Adult students. The program collections help
you teach English vocabulary using vivid photography,
descriptive paragraphs, and translations and pronunciations
on each card.

The ﬂashcard format makes SRA Photo Library perfect for group
or individual practice. The collections are appropriate for:
•
•
•
•

Images are bright, clear, and familiar

Readers and non-readers
Visual learners
English-language learners
Intervention

Each full-color Photo Card includes terms in 10
languages in addition to an English description.
Languages include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spanish
Vietnamese
Hmong
Cantonese
Korean
Haitian Creole
Arabic
Russian
Tagalog
Khmer

Category and number
for easy sorting

English term
Translations and pronunciations
in 10 languages
Descriptive paragraph will spark discussion
and reinforce oral language practice
World map for locating the country of origin
for animals or location of speciﬁc photos

Exciting collections feature images that will appeal to all of your students

SRA Photo Library

SRA Photo Library is available in three collections featuring
full-color, original photography covering 15 categories.

Collection A

Collection B

Collection C

(210 Cards)

(210 Cards)

(210 Cards)

•
•
•
•
•

Animals
Colors and Shapes
Earth
Human Body
Plants

•
•
•
•
•

Clothing
Food
Recreation
School
Toys

•
•
•
•
•

Equipment
Home
Occupations
Structures
Transportation

Additional tools make SRA Photo Library easy to integrate into any classroom or learning environment
The Teacher’s Idea Book and CD-ROM help you:
•

Learn new strategies to help students grow their knowledge
of English vocabulary

•

Integrate Photo Library with other areas of your curriculum such
as math, science, social studies, language arts, and health

Each collection includes a Sorting Mat that will enhance sorting,
classifying, and graphic organization skills.

Call 1-800-201-7103 or visit
SRAonline.com
to order and learn more!

A World Map teaches geography as students can identify the
country of origin of the items featured on the Cards.
An optional multimedia CD-ROM provides interactive access to:
•

Motivate students with vocabulary games

•

Support English ﬂuency with audio

•

Engage students with translations and visuals

•

Develop language skills with dictionary support

Use SRA Photo Library to:

Do you want
to boost students’
English vocabulary?

• Build background knowledge and oral language skills
• Provide support for English-language learners
• Teach with user-friendly Photo Cards that include 10 key languages

in addition to English as well as a total of 15 different themes
• Enhance lessons with a Teacher’s Idea Book, Interactive

CD-ROM, Sorting Mats, and World Map
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